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Abstract

Software reliability is an attribute and key factor in software quality, a pilot study of martial art contestant sports vision ability
measurement using the Athlevision Sports Vision software was evaluated. The data collected from the martial art contestants
showed inconsistency on sports vision ability. In order to determine the reliability of Athlevision Sports Vision software, the
intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) was conduct. The ICCs for measuring the sports vision by using the Athlevision
Sports Vision software showed low reliability (ICCs <0.7). For overcoming the inconsistency problem, Athlevision Sports
Vision software was modified and designed in Macromedia Flash Player 8.0 environment. The retest reliability of the modified
software is highly reliable (ICCs >0.7). It is hoped, the modified sports vision software can apply on different age groups,
sport-ages student by adjust and control the velocity via the software option; therefore, the training and evaluation of
contestant’s sports vision ability can provide more consistent data for study purpose.
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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to investigate the discrepancy of balance ability between the outstanding players and the general
players in tennis. There were 10 outstanding players and 11 general players participating in the experiment. Zebris Force
Platform measured the players with the balance of one foot stand in static state, the balance of dynamic state swing areas, locus
length and horizontal and vertical swing areas. The result manifested with one foot stand and eyes opened showed that the
outstanding players habitual vertical swing range were greater than general players. On the other hand, the one foot stand with
eyes closed showed notable discrepancy between the outstanding tennis players and the general players. The test of the balance
stand in dynamic state showed the outstanding tennis players habitual foot swing areas were smaller than the general tennis
players. Unusual foot horizontal swing range of the outstanding tennis players were greater than the general players.
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